Making Sense

Scenes can carry storyline; within them, details & dialogue
distinguish chronology (approximate ages) of Duff's
- 1934, farm hands
  - Owen $x$
  - Neil $y$
  - Hugh & Dore, abt 50, ca 1934
  - Neil 25
  - Owen 20

- Duff surprises another @ yr. Prick! Neil?

story has to have 'fire of life': believable a brother vs. brother:

one character: Owen? or two Owen & Rhonda? - can be control of
narrative, by appearing & disappearing, & the receipts on other
characters given - even in scenes abt other characters.

keep an open mind abt plot; follow new direction if they
look better.

Carrion? (Cory) (Cray)

ed Rosellen, Kate be sisters? Kate & Rhonda?

Francine:

more slide as major pivot of story

imagine my way into each of characters

noises of project: engines, core drilling, blasting piles, rivers
- new river of mine

Tom jumps ahead: 'Huttville' watches; alarming
- those characters: Huttville, Northill, Tom/Harry - can cross
paths w/ pain in pickup. (Does he in an unwanted way, which
adds up in end?) (cap in pickup, etc.)

- use intrusion of sheriff's mind; failing to figure out what
happened in pickup, as a carrying theme?
- make this a sub: anything does he figure it out or doesn't he?
Nice beyond belief (dram conster)

Beggars think they own a river (KansasCitizens)

The river's name, 3716 to St. Louis

Capture of a river had taken 5 years

Men drawing wages

It had taken a 5-year period of work by 16,000 workhands, 4

Some number of hired men returned

That many 000's, it was capture. 770 river if they weren't sure they had it for good.

There, each & all, were named Duff.

Bruce, doing it, old side, called it race.

"What's he calling you?"

Civil engineer

Back on me: have to travel east to more's

"Kate goes along for the ride"

"make some more difficult from Augusta to be mostly coal"

"Those Duffs don't know anything but work.

"screaming"

"down canals"

"per bobbin"

"Can't be."

"When did you come across?"

Prepared, / Unprepared,

How's river's...?”

"took all.

"some of river's"

Jewel Chief across. High line - not him to show

"a dozen waves flying along river"

work of... but keeping. Hudson Clearance @ ninety

"move down through there... your does'... do"

"Whitney in"
00 until you cd! believe it (was, handwritten until...)

He slammed his Hudson Temple car with (made a noise that
chickenhouse
shells of windowshad), chanced cloth;

kept it like a woman. Better, maybe.

(And a possible screen play on TDR: he knows moment with quite answer,
(Cop his banner) that disturbed him profoundly.

Diverse drowned in Wisconsin current

London bitter

' Women shot past him so fast it ought to have been comical
Harder Eastern are together, taxi dancing ( ), when slide happens.
"There's horizontal dancing too, you know."

Craneshank, Marble Drink

Dancing / Kate panicked with they cd like a fish slide.

ensemble

"P we' anything to spc'd, arm - (yet had taken bridge.)"

'Hello: they know some we daring of them...

"I see you have nothing for me, a cap, too..."

As he dropped what woman made up blushed to his usually
dipping, sherry worked at his exposed spirit of tenderness
kept he

'keeping can amused @ top speed for his other

'kept it ( ever ) thought.

woman "proposed: 4, someone ' Duffy ?

Owen's memory of 1970 trade? As we he too young?

He caught a whiff of diesel. latecraft below. ever:

air 7. more wins! what it used to be.

That's pathetic, that is.

Hugh liked @ some cluck of a man. (Sidemus)

Dona had been + one for log. (Selden)

"What we're doing here is making frogshams. " (S, cleaning clam side)

Clockshipper

Determined connected chukle again.

"Nile of Montana"

Dundie book
I have done all I have.

J. D. never met him in hand. It's a lob.

Moonstruck by Duff (Duff's physically)
gave him an in

Follow a dollar (armed project?) If you followed...

'Duff began to dislike (against himself)
with certainty (Duff will have some quantity)
not to bad

't greatest thing going

A tall man Kato along when Queen wanted her.

"Look off that hammer to my precision.

"Got your face hung out to be carpenter, huh?" Ain't you

a little young and well right (from voice of hammering)
but

"Jalungs S&B left me in lunch here."

"What's half are you two - Boys Town Clinic?"

"Don't be taking on anything you can't back up.

"In some place where I can see. Some place eat some smile.

Bruce in leaned up/ stand up until he gets a chance to close.

"You're in away home, then." (i.e. nearly done)

Bruce 9 Rhoda: "It's not something we want to do in a universe"

'This is taught they know all. Miss

1 week ago 21 days? (Munich '98)

"Golden"

'the circle of motive -

end ofto study of

- law changes of pile driven, unusually into good

- accompaniment of (Duff impression).

Good can only be case song line (compare with

end

- sprayed, plastered & clean up. Hangin' can be you need

and

- a prepared feast

(Poetry, "imagination for one, 4, woman")

- lonely battles (during Inter States)

We don't care around me.
Morning...salmon. Hugh wanted.
"take dancing? Mister, they've already got God in Whaler.
It's easier than a Hill 3500 hot-to-hot men at 7PM
midnight...l|
&d davel dale in a cafe...pains passed then around 3 in morning IT says. "This our side chance you guys
cd out thing done (Bruce did...see later)..." IT begins organi
ced boys...putting...stuffed animal heads on wall, &
at last...pic of FDR...a甘肃...heades.
What...hammers are near:
- Countertop to pile drins @ Treadle
- Unburned bricks @ Wheeler Dam?

(TH: not in this @ Wheeler for long knew...wants a place where he
can see mine. "One place ed stand some mins."
Bruce thinks his head will split (from noise of hammering)
Do thought a little a (dam?)
like hell. (in quotes?)
plasma
Treadle (near poleheads, to be a Treadle)
- comings of...
jasper - jasper
common in 7/2 short over hammering nowhere
From: Pete 7: RMLas to S/L , water meant (Munin, 1st capella)
'Mine's thought they knew all 0 - Miss ai
Lindburgh & Nguyen? (Munich '38)
"Becker"
circus of noise
- ecstatic shrieks of
- base crumps of rile drivers, rambling into final
- accompaniment of (Duff's hammers)
you can only 12 hear confusion with Hugh & TH
adable
'supplied...godeliue & deep in. dougall;
A creased heart
I did you..." (momentum for one?)
stay... (momentum for one 0"
- lumpy bastard (during Paul Strike)
we didn't come around me.
Wed of Feb 8, '93 - do 10 pp. Bucking
Men.

Mon. 3 pp. June 6a: o Duff: think how to write: women
begin daily 10 pp. DATE
Order MHS tape of engineer
listen to a tape or two

Tues. 3 pp. Taylor: colonel/doctor
- where: hammer sounds nearby: reach of sound extraordinarily a prairie
- jump of sound
- with a kind of I was becoming

Wed. 2 pp. truthwork?
- feeling, anger, angering?
- "Go it yourself!"
- "I don't care!"
- "Yes, it's all right!"
- "How can you smile?"
- "I can't answer it in any way - I can't be answered!"
- "No, it's a question!"
- "It's a question!"
- "You & Ruby's?" "No. Proxy's."
- "Sister's gene option" (nothing)
Vouncing

Dora: "It's different."

Bruce: "Okay, you got it right... What do you think of it..."

"Handstand, in my scene: "Flies in/OutOf"

Bruce & Dora both laugh: "Now..."

Dora: "Bruce, love..."

Bruce: "You're not like other girls."

Dora: "I'm not doing this."

Dora: "Let's see them play. (Bruce act lowing)

Write a script of I was decorative.

"You don't mean it, do you? (Bruce)

Coming X gathering of four-person party. (Dora)

"Confusion in own abilities..."

When I'm born..."

Kate wondered..."

"Teleology rules: one cat & one cock (have a theory)

Write of '36: forty men are old, new outlines..."

Kate knew, through, was due that era..."

Bestellen wir: shut in - family. She, Kate...

"Doris: "I never thought we would."

She: "You behaved as if you thought so."

"Father" he started -"

"Shushes like a charm..."

Bruce calls her "buddy." "Gotcha. Gotcha-gotcha, gotcha. (whispering)"
Okay, slide. (said jokingly to Bruce)
Waggett never was (meaningly) "Bryan,"
Xmas gathering in Duffy's
Hugh on 2nd shift (@ time of picnic), sleeping / repair 7. day.
Rowellen: Miss Faddielow had asked in her pint, "What's the story in her neck / shirt:
Next shift - right 6. can?
Rowellen is brought smooth.
Good God, you can practically see two of them tumbling flanging like hail
Not too much for boudoir, the 6. dance, had some, some,
...winding down (character) a scene of two rails;
Roweloe Cafe

shifts: morn 7-12, 6-12, midday 12-6
Siderium griped in cafe -start to take seat beside Bruce, driver of it.

forest of signs among Dog's walk
Brownie

contraband

Have a woman - or both Rowell's Kate - evaluate men.

"Daily must accompany. Colin will be on else Mike's
Days going by o-wait blue wings
"I'd rather die."

interior monologue re Owen - Kate; Darius - Colin

"Thrill me," as said.
Kate can rooming (@ hotel) w/ a nurse.
Katydid

If you wait in rooms long enough,
You get人家 w/ test Rowelle if you'll be carrying up eggs in up past
Hope, "You're a hoot."

Moe chichnell

She was going to ski tom in a pickup.
They got both
stuff as said last

Vamp.
(Well) asked like - said that he'd (sound) Rhonda 16. Too cute now,
"I don't know a punchline thing to do."
Wed. sheriff turned out of office after W's gate.
not Mr. "out there"

Aud & Kate 1st date? Tell it from Kate's pt of view.
Spring

"That's deadly.

to: Mrs. Armstrong

Sad to hear it.

Sat. 3rd turn on main.

"Then you were " s inventory"

"What a dumb" (on other occasion)
Kate's cascade: smoke and dust

"Where'd you learn to dance?" "Grade school." "No, really?"

"No, really, come on.

"I don't want to be a nuisance." (Kate to Queen)

"Changes my mind a real big, too." "Man, when you get tired of it, give up.

"Man, you're right.

What are we, anyway?

"Not sure we want a team like me, but anyway."

Neil decided he kind of liked that church.

She had laid under fingers of bars out again, but soon Yvonne
in a sinuous little rising curve like a column of smoke. You can
at small.

"See you work,"

This was another gain of time involved. It was almost dancing, before. Two of
them put themselves back out to them, trying out some meaning
regarded clamping:

Kate's head cleared, though, when she (contemplated) meeting truck. .

brain bummer.

So, it dwindled on O.C. "Bad, then..."

"What do you want?" "A shot won't hurt. can't lose." 00 ground.

walk was church... in part of a coffee pot,

thousands of miles long arc of climb: Neil driving against million

"That's deadly." (Darian from maniacum)

Dance Harrison - Doogy

"My pants can't hold any more stuff."

[illegible]

Toss from St. Andrews.

Dance.

"We're so tired."

"This is some trouble."

Spain in '36?

"What a much." (on alarm common)
Fri

Thur. Red funeral.


Dear, I am dread twin.

[...] (mixed handwriting)

Thursday, March 15 - 12th. Bucket? Also will come.

Tues. 

Dear, thanks.
Darius as salut
you wrote.

squalor: -
Darius will squander him.

Java had been a (Web) a break his lawyer -
anything that paid for a suicide in...

Dorothy: black fire of dreams

faiths of some lost religion, communin & engineering

"I'm with you" (i.e. A understated)

"Long time, Darius & Mag"

"Know a fellow... I'd put some money by...."

"There are dried twigs"

dale

Darius: "foolish" Easter jokes "Tifaces"

Darius learns to drive in "squalor" "hence Easter?"

- the trouble with in Ter Karm's car. Darius: "Are you lui?"

Darius: "I will help you... am I not married?"

"You can do much what you like." (marriage terms)

"I need some currency myself, now 6 again.

"Easter, don't go down a hill with me."

Barry: hold up
"Are you sure?"
"No, I'm not."
"I'm not sure, are you doing it on purpose?"
Fred: reminds Danive my Easter
- married? put 'name it?'
- borrowed? It's a can
- "Here's for $5.00."
- "You're a dreadful housekeeper." (you know.)
- "Easter."
Mon.
- Driggs come to 7th Deck (see full col)
- establish Hugh & Hug, Bruce, Neil
- as much dragsmage as possible (see full col)

afternoon: read Clydeside Legend
"Daniel's life at hammerdown"

Tues. Daniel: how to harness that (coward)
- walks of memory
- driven, driven - give me a silver Chetting police notice in deadpipe
- if you go in front with pipe with an axiom it
  "you're right, they'd be only too glad to"
- fly's spread
  "Daniel: was a Clyde"

Wed. here dead pipe level
- going: defense of kixson list by code: "whites only can do"
- word of "straits com"  
- "United Brass foundries": "(easing"
- "Clyde Weir"
- "Clyde Weir Co"
2+ - want sticks
55 - "Daniel look"

Th. Plenty wood January
- "American wall in" dance Cambridge"
- "I'm back again, zack"
- "Edinburgh Bantam" to himself
- account of "shooting of coming down to shack"
- shipwrights banded before maintenant event

Fri. "it's for a gold dwarf" (prepos)
- "fields of death were hungry"
- "I never met in square for..."
1. 2 - half holiday
2. 3. - "not for wrong"
6. 4. - (expressed) were of a character such...
7. 5. - got & sake
13. 6. - "on show" (out of work)
15. 7. - miners' 8th day strike 'in W. Life
19. 8. - list of socialist organization in Clyde @ WW1 outlook
20. 9. - John Maclean, Marxist leader
21. 10. - "was agent: ran merchants
23. 11. - "that's profit in God!"
26. 13. - Delamain: "petty bourgeois" socialism
27. 14. - "workers have no country. I'm finished up, you."
52. 15. - list of miners. Clyde
33. 16. - strike @ Cathcart's over Am'm engineers
42. 17. - Clyde Strike of Feb. 1915
49. 18. - avoiding: Defense of. Read out by "labor-withholding Committee" until of "strike Committee"
47. 19. - United Brass founders: "Brassies"
52. 20. - Clyde Workers' Committee
52 21. - rent strike
55. 22. - "Down tools"...
58. 23. - shag platforms: 5 papers put under on 6 man's shoulders
24. 24. - "white war apprehension"
57. 25. - "pull down 6 towers"
60. 26. - 60 said things to himself.
62. 27. - accused of "lacking of causing them to slack"
63. 28. - shipwrights bailed before munitions count
71. 29. - lead pipe
74. 30. - "it's for a gel object" (purpose)
77. 31. - "fields of death were hungry"
62. 32. - "A never met up enough for..."
Buckingham, 24th of June 14-15:

- Review MHS pics
- Plan character sketches, or revealing scenes w/ dialogue
- Fund ways to turn plot to: Owen & Kate's affair
- Bruce's recovery

- Th-Th-Fri: sketch out next 2 weeks of writing political situation?
- Candidates: IDR @ dam in 37? (overview of dam progress)
- More details of slide (flash & related stories)
- Automate of men in slide
- More details of children of dam?
- Continue Days' (e.g., farm/starting @ 11:30)
- March of '36: more details & plot turn?
- Cutting ice (Alaska)
- Darwin (Indian works)

- More narrative of LIFE camera
- Owen & Kate w/ Neil after slide
- Owen & Kate w/ Neil after slide
- Owen & Neil both, maybe more Darwin

Tues: more on slide - Owen finding Neil
- Neil in hospital?
Dane's: "I gave a shot." (to Neil)

You eat even breathe & so when the said hello (?)

"C'est la vie" Duff, or just durn we are.

Those who died did so one by one.

Some were killed running out of Kinnel's can.

Owen runs west out onto town as when happened (be in him)

- a cup onto earth.

Dane's: breakfast on wall, leers angling at dawn.

Dane: up. (Someone to Dane)

- Bruce a loppy breath; when he met Dane

8:37 AM:

They none of them knew...

Handsome ("hand me some...")

Bumps of chill...

"He's got that down cold,"

Appalled: silence

"Tell me a thing now..."

Care of aliens

"Christ if I knew..."
June 29-30  July 1-2 (3?) : 6 p.m. plan 3 sets of July writing?

- Day 1: some reaction to Darwin?

Wed.

- gift of steam engine

- pleasure of cold; indeed of "communion exchange of witty remarks"
- sense of community amid by old folk?

- 36 up, up they'd all have to go for
- outside of public (among long-haired)
- things realigned were more radical than formerly
- needs: understand?
- meaning changes
- government
- "all that's made,"
- "I thought you were feeling good"
- "I ain't. But if you think... you get another chance come 3"
- "Kunta got away out of some one, why don't he"
- "Please has missed my Athens hill"
- "We'll help make them do more."
- The index manner. Qua, the morf of the. Is anyone a question.

- Fruits were, anyway be used... why are there? Little nothing
- that world's a never-then.
- Many a child: take, like of money, and it all
- and today ain't going—pass on, plenty more
- tempering and being in permanent
-  —
- It a county county
- —
- It planned
- for 1st time f/ hund. anyway
- — family children of Duma... (omitted)
- —
- —

So, they please up, by himself
In short dream of himself
You don't think he cut off drainboard
People do it in ignorant, don't they.

unknowable
July 5 - 9, '93: 10 pp., winter of '56
2 pp. done a spillway ridgeing ground care

1 more p.
- glaciers of cold: inches of thermometer readings to cutting edges
- sense of community akin to Old Poland?
- '36 w/ unc they'd all been chig for
- outline of faith ( among . . guard) . .
- things realized one was easier than farming
- people: Waskelli?
- rigging slingers
- "just 4 u"
- "What's more,"
- "I thought you were feeling good."
- "I ain't. But if you think ... you got another think coming.
- "Keto got way out of line one, why don't he
- "Bruce has 2 need u/Man Hill?
- "We'll help. never know it's more.

The lumber crew
- Quietly
- Whakatamarek arrival, Kangaroo Question
- Smitty was, man in his mitt. What are those? Little smokers
- but what's a smoker?
- Van all old. Like. lots of money, not at all,
- everybody way young - people up, plenty eyes
- temporary can become permanent
- He equally unwell...
- L. fine
- To 10 mm L. left angry
- "family climate of drift..."
- "map
- Ooh, they pleased w/ himself.
- L. cloud stream of himself
- you'd think he us cutting diamonds...
- People do it in Egypt, don't they?"
Dec 13th

2nd of July 12-16, 1935: 10pm

You continue to lie down?

1st comment:

A stream of cold air

1st comment:

Can it be raining for music?

2nd comment:

Can it be raining in Turkey, I wish it were raining.

3rd comment:

Can it be raining in Utah, I wish it were raining.

4th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

5th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

6th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

7th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

8th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

9th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

10th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

11th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

12th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

13th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

14th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

15th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

16th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

17th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

18th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

19th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

20th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

21st comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

22nd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

23rd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

24th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

25th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

26th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

27th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

28th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

29th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

30th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

31st comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

32nd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

33rd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

34th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

35th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

36th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

37th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

38th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

39th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

40th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

41th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

42nd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

43rd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

44th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

45th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

46th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

47th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

48th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

49th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

50th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

51th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

52nd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

53rd comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

54th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

55th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

56th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

57th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

58th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

59th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.

60th comment:

Can it be raining in Illinois, I wish it were raining.
July 19-30, '93: 15pp. (1936: Sea @ Fire)

- Considered buying for nurse
- Not only drew in - turned, but wrote behind closet.
- Hell of it was, me, a prize day
- Free of her hate
- We'd have had -Cloud- in replacement alone, except that he wanted to show you that you don't
- - ass into (i.e., turned became)
- TRAVELED + TRAVELING: the truck out of gear
- - Sister drew her hair behind (Poetry)
- Dead muriel. We noticed that the truck dust than (murder)
- He did see a way for it to happen @ gunpoint
- Men. 

Beyond accident, something like fate: justice
(Sherriff tries knowledge. Truck out of gear. In unadulterated re-in-truck
- Went off by himself to do it. Left him to 'stay him up
- Hear tell of he'd had a gunless woman
- Boys tell of him against -amount- against
- Chose - for side of a hill (to pass - track on)
That little whining bastard of a sheriff...
- Sherriff unwillingly fascinated w/families of Device
- Summary assault
- Turn his hat in middle of - backboard
- Go for broke (putting truck in slope, or if pulling up -
- Conspire behind him)
- That made his blood run cold
- We, dak
- He had shat died as hard as he knew how
- Yes just for it her place
- With patrolling right...
- Stupied

- Sheriff, 1991 II

- 40th - May 20, 1878
Set Sue: those gowns

dark glasses -

Here he was, just trying to hold Valley County (to standards)
up to a few straights underneath of his own muddle

'High school bond... wraped into 'Kad Yo' Chief'
Sheriff watches Rutt get into truck etc. (the eyes meet?)

Polly - Rory - Savannah Rosanna

"Perhapes it up I don't remember where"

She mulled a moment & chose: "Savannah"

"We don't even know FDR we a polite simple"

She was -

"How... get this bond? Sufficient meat & clean living.
She determinedly never thought of it as healing,
The 1/2 people in motion, maybe a majority of them, who didn't

even know FDR we a polite simple"

"I want to be loud boy, get up to be salt fast"

Yeah, student...

"Don't cut your jaw bone & don't -"

That mean, they'd had (meat? as 'polite a white')

"or don in the past means, to be kind of quiet

Any doubt'

W3d

Begin w/
Bucking
"Can't be clearer than that.
oscillation of irony
Don't get dramatic, here. All's I want to know is does she
hoopla paraphrase
"You're all wet." (wrong)
Kermack's in - Bill March
Now, hell, come you did. "Well said," Me, just now.
... never went in for that
Still held, cheap with a damn.
Am's I wanted up/sound off
big eventual
nothing to take: only thing sheriff will go to
General's eye
does damage simply like (political) murder
hothead (Neil's "touching")
catch fire. ("He'll catch fire, one of these days.")
Bruce: "Talkin' one
"Got to be built big. Got to be built fast."
"Yeah, students."
"... don't cut any figure that I can see."
That mess they'd had las'one. (shredl, co., oldfangled a 'while')
- or dam, be the post - mess...to e. bank of ruin.
by dint of

Wed.

Begin w/ Day one @ HP

for Owen was...
Where he that...? They get & shopping
/*
Neal's eclipse

\textbf{fated to arise (on the call itself?)}

notwise of green (leaveswise); tried to see

take eyes out

\textbf{burning green, green heated only if it had light inside. Sunlight,}\n\textbf{green o to ignite (on its way to red... yellow)}

\textbf{Am\textsuperscript{3}H\textsubscript{3}N\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} - spectrohelogram}

He'd heard of people going blind from this into an eclipse, but
figured it was just a story, like cannon cannon-pieces being silent,
best he could think of was it was in envoy eyes instead of bolts.

\textbf{nothing (of light); like getting a slice out?}

eyelid within eyes

darwinian green excitement

\textbf{Row} looked at you green got eyes got of itself, everything him

\textbf{Dad: flat as a serving lap (Toucan thinks)}

\textbf{beaver of being up for Denny because they don't like her}

\textbf{drowsy with drowsy of f Hugh}

\textbf{to give myself an either for 2nd audience}

\textbf{to put back in last light of May}

\textbf{badlife Harold}

\textbf{They had put a United out of being Canon, Mackey dead}

\textbf{agreement}

\textbf{name alone and have a drinking accident (today of a named spirit) or protecting himself w/gangsters}

\textbf{clean - cubbed}

\textbf{20 known man-things}

\textbf{made hill out of Teton, man's evil was this.}

\textbf{Ten as was a train (Toucan, They magnum a thing to meet them.}

\textbf{went three different at (all (23)}

\textbf{Daring hand laying Darwin, Lisa, race on fire}

\textbf{join to patout
Bucking

Hugh to Mag: "You knew a man, did you?" (Someone over his left)
"What did you hear about?" (over his right)
Rosellen asked indirectly after Gwen.

"Kniffy, don't have any interest a married life.
Next to Gwen, "I need to talk to you about thing. A better ever propose."
Bruce's Wells turns:
- "You two—aren't you two a jolly pair, "
- "Some of each."

"Joe Zue, Mother—
"Don't..."

That was part of excitement —
- Rm leaked over Mr. Owen as bone-tired distracted, took
Rhonda flat as an ironed bed (Rosellen thinks)
Rosellen sticks up for Proxy because Mag doesn't like her
Darwin quite drunk up Hugh
(a) to give himself an alibi for Pluck absences
(b) to put Hugh in bed right up Mag

Bridget Henin,
They had had a terrible amount of beer (americian lemon stuff)
argument
Bruce does not have a diving accident (bottom of a second floor) protecting himself w/ parasol
slim—slept
She knew some things
- Black hills just out of Totten Moment like this
- Ten or more a Owen & Roselle. They magnified a thing to each other
- Weather suffered at coal (58)
Proxy behind lying (Darwin: "Lie, lie...even on fire.")
pain & patience
Thursday, Nov. 9. 10 1/2, '93. 7 pp.
determined

haughty, coping, mercenary

- To be seen—describer: slim, unadorned, Od girls
- Rosellen, 3 yrs older, did much of raising of Kate
- Rosellen in hairdressing parl. @ St. Paul's (as her mother was)
- edg. haughty (queen vs a slave)

Rosellen, decided to leave third destination they'd grown up in.

---

Wednesday, Nov. 15: Trotter, Missouri R. Dep.

- unaccpt, of all accounts, we'll admit
- began dwelling: men, after it had been censored up.
Bechting: Sun

PODGAP

"Do you think war is a good or bad thing?" (Hugh to Daniel)

Danny called Jackie "Jackie"

"Why did you write me?" (Hugh to Sid)</div>

"Let me see my feet under me a minute, I'm feeling sick...

It came down across my mind (thought process like a train"

Between ache and pain.

"Jingy gold" (Peter as Jig)

"Miserable: hollow of my"

"And if he comes by in trouble, (bruce is content unless he"

"No, not on a bet. "Not even if you paid me two million."

"You're a lovely man." (Daniel to Peter)

"Peter, did you go as part as a horse cal' foot?"

"habit of rustling a bit: So you see?"

"Aptness: what it (value)

"I'll call you as offstage, right enough."

"Alarming people, Americans"

"Daniel knows that B is not being fair to Japan?

"we can generally find some law"

"Put us out of our titanic" "Well. I dunno nothing"

"What are you on about?"

"Pretty: You can't run me like a toy."

Given contemping suicide. (Sidney: Daniel had been to him)

"Send Bruce to Chicago. (Parker, H. L. of Kansas)"

"There were times when I feel all the hell, Hugh."

"Trapping them up from a pair of feet (Hugh & Mark)"
A tornado on the mental epidemic of '27, when we were dead...; pay ya' money — that's just my money.

People who died had a demon going into winter of '23-'24 wanting in to join the movement of themselves.

'Twells seemed to be a matter of choosing my sides, so we were perfectly willing to.

The club for our women.

A society jetty.

May entangled me 'twixt wif baby.

Who's genuine was.

The spectrum: white skeletons, blueprints, brown gloves of dredging,

Queen of grass o' chains.

Conrad Sandakan — Swam, Cann.

That was good, and it was good.

Horatia: damn woman himself

's-scene / scum

Homage: run some saying concept there or... (very soil salted)

'rein o' chains

Faux: suspended (chin)

at least we have gone to scattering.

stay by us by mouth, damn exposure.

10 yrs to learn to form a piece of land (Hugh & Hodge)

Peta words.

silver wind (ground ripple)
Buching! 25 pp. needed, Nov 23-Dec 17 '93
make a summary list #4 @ damfine
Hugh B. Mag writing out #1 P attitudes
Owen's / Ronald in London
Transition to Neil & Bruce
Owen's friend (Blue Room etc.)
approve Mag's visit to Blue Eagle
Bruce & divorce
married
portrait of damfine
Depression (had just found its name)

Darius' arrival
Thread. Darius engaged those Potage chapter. (Could make
more a pretentious present)
more a pretentious present (For the help they got at the main post)
more: prelurid present that logically leads into Crawford's death

1936: have a complete tone to the ch.
explains a certain kind (but had everybody to worry about).
consultants
was own impression. one of a good society
Darius: but # Owen. - the one sunny person
Darius: moment. - Darius says a Russian
she's never heard. - Owen just happened to have run into someone, to give it a glance.
Stroke
meeting the president, you know.
"One word!"
"A little of both, not much of either."
"I like 'em, and I'll have both." (Ronald)
leaving shrub: - that is to have his reality
subscribers
- a fun story, showing how stimulating later with (upin: Frank sayin)
When an if some town had never killed anybody before (reaction)
- use in sheriff back.
- I mean?
- Can't, can you? Way up in hunt?"
- "Don't care."

Saw this one, long-hand gun drive, and she asked a dummy about it.
She asked, it had signed rap, she knew it.

Ambulance - Mr. was ejected off

On other hand, such as if we, some LP had never shown
Some more, up sugar on.

Brought in an respirator.

Let you... promise me to come back?

He fell into a clout

Straight hip you dream.

They hung together; ones that we left. Close ranks.

This is always a word."

He can't help help @ her and the up a foot.

Tightly mouthed bit more

poor till old devil

She succumbed around...

To print a gook it hand [it had] everybody, & world's, on it

 somewhere.

Owen: openout (instead of good capacity

Daring hit @ Owen - take some (away from here).

Die facing moment - Daring says a nice?

And cycle arrested

"Owen's not home." He heard how thick sounded, & gave a glance.

State

Keeping the face that, too don't

That jag off.

A little of both: not much of either.

"I like either, so I'll have both." (Roebuck)

Living healthy, that we have to live healthy.
Two sons at once,

In a flurry, adopt midwife. But you're not there on a King Day.

Instead of pleasant capacity.

Not much better than a boy niece. Same pink, squinty eyes.

"They look like mice." "Oh?" "Yes, they do. Like mice.

"He is not completely if not completely.

We'll have to tell her... somehow.

She had been a man durned as a she'll do. Main it of Roy not a man, ago.

He had run. Christ, a stunt... Don't keep, Gump... I did.

Dread: flowers.


By Joseph.

"You can" pull them and until they're grown, you'd better not quack."

Bunnie/Bunny.

Dope it out, yourself.

welfare

Munira pays their way (drug, gun). - This is a man up some valley...

in a wife. That, not good, youth.

Hugh the drunkard. 2nd time in a week.

Alaska. Where is the supposed to get her? One time school even,

so much on (fixed)...

They caught him at.

Swinford right out of her home... classical style. Not just once, a

Scudie.

radio reception.

- human material is problem.

"Time a glorious time."

What a holy confusion was (one man of) family.

We. This guy. God...

sweet - lovin' in Washington (Louis', father).

"Let my right hand forget her cunning." - two-handed

spare I spirituous (common in theory.)

Bennett: Yosemite.
Danish: Geography. Toddam gezig, gezig was inside of piece,
great fat spaces... stopped name 5 (England).
website was talking stopped
"just screaming a little." Right instead of thing
right time, suspect into, "it was a
"we're looking monumental pool,
"con's impossible age, before human tongue &
The river's story (language was to carry some sections) Uninspired.

Meg turned savage a Self-fin
in while he 6 Damus worked / cke
in a main year (Hugh c/ bother)
(though) of trust
Haired, said, "to think when it not have happened. (Danish)

Bucket: Matt: 36 a man's you shall be clay up in mouth hold!
Charelse / Shark
Smart!
Charelse: + danam: strange duck.
Hugh's leaving every question... "I don't know... I don't,
To be a long time! - location
... take icing
That's what fooled and won't get you,

100 days @ 3pp./day

ship-thinking
sweet - back

7. Beck box: me all: touching seen in - Blue Coyote?
Cleen-eyed, 00 said;
Do it decent-like, can't you?
I'd give all I have, for that."
"as well you might,"
I told you,
but what - damn hell wasn't a matter?
Very damn nice.

receive young hip (if nurse) marijuana (in uniform)
94 Busy working:
100 days @ $55/day, Jan-June
3-4 interviews/correspondence

Mission(s) w/ Van Paassen?
When to play his tapes, I might use?

July-Aug, in Montana?
- July 4, Polebridge?
- Work @ MHS
- Work 2 at 7th, Rest area
- Missoula - Glasgow
- Bozeman - Schwabacher
- Month in Bozeman?
- Have ms scanned into computer?

Labor Day - home to Seattle
Sept - first ms on computer

Write letter of support for Wendy, spelt.
I've got a field of study... I'm not trained.
I won't have free time until then.

Say goodbye, I'm now private vacancy.

Say goodbye and not leaving a good idea...
That's why I'm here on offense.

I'm all right, not idle with - you know - just played.
Saw some old things (camera) at Duff, man all his tape on one afternoon.
Jan. 3-7, '94

Headlines: Sheriff appears.

Sidewalk & Duffy: firearms?

... left the scene unimpeded to say

"I got that same gun, I got it, I already told you."

Thinks in crime when one had to be hit & in surprise

"I deserve...

Wang's gun in bayonet bouncing off federal car...

W/ due diligence, 00 (B...and 10 00) conditioned.

Bruce did... like... books of (some) conditioned.

"Our sure... was his... had come from.

on face of it

from us... meaning.

(May) had Sutherland run from boat. (palsy-faced guy in a tie on us want the...)

Banana oil.

He ed see one *was* keeled up (so getting & done)

Thinks. (May) a prophet.

fan and led ed in group... I faced himself

with us leave boat where that guy in Chi wanted to go away.

"Dear us tant.

up or no private announcement.

"dear is Lind.

up & we'd again on a path taken.

Dread guy had not been a good idea.

Do or him now on office.

& that up of damn map of.

won't happen

I'm so slight in get

able rich - you lose 1st part to pal.

She had been ting (to copy) no Duffy man all her life &

for once, nine perfect one, she wanted (demons made

one (son) and go, of the know which.

All in all, it was half of an afternoon.
Green's parcel.

Next thing you know, we'll be living like people.

Bought by a ship of treasure

every possible item of all kinds

banana oil: stink (y), stench, pungent, -burn clothes when done.

What can you do with people like this?

No sign of it yet on your billiard, anyway.

Note:

6: 4:40: 'People were an exact thing.'

' mechanized of love. (He thought add...)

Emil Near

annexing

We can do mechanized at society's will.

- "He can be usefully solitary, our Green." (Mag to Childs)

- China muddled — thought.

borrow

not a... pod to his name.

She saw though — and drop from (its affective next on purpose)

For night more, Lead Me On.

accounts

Now held in future? (more to Eng O.K. — Hells not for unreasoning)

Don's story earlier took than unimaginable age

awake — awing of things

if you're on a boat or a train.

So who hell do you? - is to. 'Line me for

'living a night' from tall second stories (Shawn's location, Sally)

'Just was gone as a pool table' 

Dance led encountered something creative before...

"You're staying again." (D. to Party.)

return though when my family shouted

Some of his not being sorry, domestic ace of Farnham of

Green but him up on handi, folder agent side of head (less cool)
June 10 - 14, '94

Parents of blind jummers. They deserve each other.

Morning: wonderful! I fancy we can see a boat on water. How anyone can

Owen's period: thinking out unwilling

15 days

Rosebell arrives: spring of '94? (My kid sister)

more on - women's war - fight; same for Norma... suddenly, men fought

Mag - Charlene's conversation

Noisy

"Enough..."

"No: "Not yet..."

(Getting into family together) we like hearing calls.

Proper, then. If only... parallel in: so delicious in bed.

Bruce always there: he can get away up! it.

Bruce & Rhonda call Mag & me (because of justice)

Charlene wants Owen to always feel.

"Are you afraid of heat?" "Not as anybody I've ever traveled with..."

They ate themselves silly.

10 last gain

Using water to move soil (Salam; Salt hill; mining)

- hydraulic in a woman.

- That defines need of your.

"People are just making a place for themselves.

It's going to be some amazing part - MT Town Co.

"What's o' wait?" (daylight showing them

full pp. of family dialogue

was: course of rain to tall legend stories (Sam & Charlene, Tallah)

- were: family lineages as analogues to rain?

"shift into the town always, forgave except"

& character to launch in Missouri ch.

interior thoughts along w/ family dialogue

Bruce & his risk-taking carry - dramatic arc of Missouri ch.

Bruce hit him again-handled, palm against side of head (cheek cuff)
Jan 19-21, '94
Bruce gets in trouble - job - Owen cuffs him - shots rattle into theater
Owen family leaves w/ inquisitive thoughts
US comes from farm
Ronnie in alien post, tipping atacks
 como's, prop, ...
"Under my wings to thing passes, name, got speckled bird,
Jack Vandergriff
Procy - They all climb up their drinks.
Bruce/Bruiser
Whole situation
Main
Blue Eagle (possibly seller) - NRA, blue eagle by Oct '33?
Owen slept (during theirsaying?)
Wheels spring up
Owen to Neil: "If he (erun) comes this up, push him b-where"
cottonwood - WP pliers - arm of lubo's / steamboat
49 - ball rolling
jame of tag / ring around / neck / teddy / damn wind
Suburbs - for Chery (Neil recognizes?)

"That's the water..."

"Ronan, boy."
Wet (Owen) dog I burned.
Without a word said.
Frank Greenman
"That's a stiff price you're asking."
"You've gone ahead of housing."
Thanks like dam (we have been taking like water)
Genealogy survey
"I'm down (as we go to #1?)"
"All right, Chesney, boy."
your going to tell me."
Yeah, figures, frommies is all we need to do, you bet.
Chantalle arrives
Ermirade (name for a person)
Meg's note @ H.P. notes: come @ clinic? hotel?
- Hugh had hoped they'd left some trouble behind them in Scotland.

Roxelle in store food
- business "college"
- typing classes

Darwin @ 1st baby in Labrador was Meg's cousin. Hugh begins walking her home.

Trumpet - because of moonlight.

Are o' story: as - clan comes together - Duffs come apart

Tuesday (time end of Feb.) for writing & thinking
He was immune to talk. (common sense) - "What shall we do, immune to . . . ?"

Bruce shared care in block that burntop.

- medical time like it in her life again.

- Central ferry: Rhonda's grandmother - trendy

They did - no much due as simply can't dwindled.

Wed. - fly court / Meg
Scotland & So Heaven

What compels love?

Kinds of Owen (...said hardly yes...)

Sunny Saturday

Gown - close to brown,

High-spirited, yes.

You can hang 30 - a bit more but.

"We never thought it before the even finished..." she said.

"That shows me. A never thought..."

"Yeah. Neither - oh, you know how he goes on."

This one I treat comes Boy for coffee & 50.

Owen warned him
The Missouri ch... to be done, as of Jan 31, '94

1½ opening: review
- keep it short?

Tuesday 2: green pepper poisoning

4: dinner on bluff

3: Cherokee
The Missouri cd. To be done
6 cleaning brack

4. Carpet - newer

n6. salmon / moss

3. May & Wheeler - unk
4. The Missouri: To be done

4. Neil: treasure

4. Charlene: arrive

2. Phineas & Ferb

overview of dam work?
The Missouri ch. to be done
Resellers & Neih

Bruce diving